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The mechanical environment crucially influences many cell
functions1. However, it remains largely mysterious how mechanical stimuli are transmitted into biochemical signals. Src is known
to regulate the integrin–cytoskeleton interaction2, which is
essential for the transduction of mechanical stimuli3–5. Using
fluorescent resonance energy transfer (FRET), here we develop a
genetically encoded Src reporter that enables the imaging and
quantification of spatio-temporal activation of Src in live cells.
We introduced a local mechanical stimulation to human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) by applying laser-tweezer
traction on fibronectin-coated beads adhering to the cells. Using
the Src reporter, we observed a rapid distal Src activation and a
slower directional wave propagation of Src activation along the
plasma membrane. This wave propagated away from the stimulation site with a speed (mean 6 s.e.m.) of 18.1 6 1.7 nm s21.
This force-induced directional and long-range activation of Src
was abolished by the disruption of actin filaments or microtubules. Our reporter has thus made it possible to monitor
mechanotransduction in live cells with spatio-temporal characterization. We find that the transmission of mechanically induced
Src activation is a dynamic process that directs signals via the
cytoskeleton to spatial destinations.
Mechanical stimuli activate integrins and the cytoskeleton to
regulate cellular functions such as movement and adhesion6.
When activated, integrins associate with Src via its SH3 domain,
thus unmasking the Src kinase domain and activating Src7. Src
can regulate integrin–cytoskeleton interaction2, and cause dissolution of actin stress fibres and the release of mechanical tensile
stress8,9.
We previously developed a FRET-based Src indicator10, but that
reporter also responded to Abl, Lck and epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR). Furthermore, mutation of the Tyr within the
substrate sequence to Phe did not eliminate the FRET response,
which cast doubt on the mechanism for the FRET response.
We therefore sought an indicator with higher specificity and a
better-defined response mechanism. A Src substrate peptide
(WMEDYDYVHLQG, derived from a primary in vivo c-Src substrate-molecule p130cas11,12) was designed to replace the original
substrate (EIYGEF, identified by in vitro library screening13) and to
provide sufficient space for Src to gain access14 (Fig. 1a). The
proximity of the N and C terminals of the SH2 domain, revealed
by its crystal structure15, should allow the juxtaposition of cyan and
yellow fluorescent proteins (CFP and YFP) to yield a high FRET. On
Src phosphorylation, the substrate peptide can bind to the
phosphopeptide-binding pocket of the SH2 domain and separate
YFP from CFP, thus decreasing the FRET (Fig. 1b). Phosphorylation
of the purified reporter by Src in vitro enhanced CFP emission at the
expense of YFP emission (Fig. 1c) and increased the cyan-to-yellow
emission ratio by 25%, indicating a Src-induced loss of FRET. The
specificity was very much better than for the previous Src indicator.
The emission ratio changed by ,2% for other kinases (Yes, FAK,
EGFR, Abl, Jak2 or Ser/Thr kinase ERK1) and changed moderately
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(,10%) only for Fyn, a close relative of Src (Fig. 1d). The Srcinduced loss of FRET is consistent with intramolecular complexation of the phosphorylated substrate with the SH2 domain and the
consequent disruption of the close apposition of the CFP and YFP
domains (Fig. 1b).
In HeLa cells transfected with the Src reporter, epidermal growth
factor (EGF) induced a 25–35% emission ratio change (Fig. 2a;
Supplementary Movie 1). Introduction of the reporter did not affect
the ERK activity with or without EGF stimulation (data not shown),
suggesting that the reporter need not perturb endogenous cellular
signalling. Mutations of either or both of the putative Src phosphorylation sites (Tyr 662 and 664) to Phe in the substrate peptide
(Fig. 1a) prevented the FRETresponse to EGF in HeLa cells (Fig. 2b).
Mutation of Arg 175 to Val (Fig. 1a), eliminating SH2 domain
binding to phosphorylated peptides15, also abrogated the EGFinduced FRET response. These results validate the phosphorylation-induced intramolecular (intra-reporter) interaction between
the SH2 domain and substrate peptide as the mechanism for the
FRET response. Immunoblotting revealed that EGF-induced tyrosine phosphorylation is abolished only by mutating both Tyr 662
and 664, but not either site alone (Fig. 2c), unlike the blockade of
the FRET response by single mutations (Fig. 2b). Thus, the SH2
binding requires not only the phosphorylation of one of the two
Tyr residues but also the integrity of the other Tyr in the substrate,
consistent with the notion that the neighbouring amino acids of
the phosphorylated site are important for SH2 binding16. Disruption of the SH2 domain by R175V mutation also blocked the
EGF-induced tyrosine phosphorylation of the Src reporter
(Fig. 2c), suggesting that the SH2 domain of the reporter may
assist in its association with activated Src to facilitate the phosphorylation process.
The EGF-induced FRET response in HeLa cells was reversed by
PP1, a selective inhibitor of Src family tyrosine kinases, and was
markedly reduced after pretreatment with PP1 (Fig. 2d). The

normal platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF)-induced FRET
response of the Src reporter was abolished in Src/Yes/Fyn tripleknockout (SYF2/2) mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) (Fig. 2e).
Reconstitution of these SYF2/2 cells with c-Src, but not c-Fyn,
restored the FRETresponse. Reconstitution with c-Yes caused only a
weak FRET response of the Src reporter. The small and delayed
FRET response observed in the kinase-dead c-Src (Src_KD) group
may be attributed to the residual activity of Src_KD. These results
demonstrated the specificity of the Src reporter toward Src in
mammalian cells.
CFP and FYP can form anti-parallel dimers17. To eliminate the
unintended FRET resulting from intermolecular (between reporters) dimerization, we introduced A206K mutations into CFP and
YFP to generate monomeric CFP and YFP18 (Fig. 1a). These
mutations did not alter the spectral properties of the Src reporter,
but they led to a better dynamic range of FRET (43 versus 25%
emission ratio change) in response to Src kinase in vitro (compare Fig. 2f with Fig. 1c) and a greater EGF-induced FRET
response in HeLa cells that was reversible by EGF washout
(Fig. 2g, Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Movie 2). This
monomeric reporter was used for the study of mechano-activation
of Src.
Beads coated with fibronectin, which binds to integrins and
hence causes coupling with the cytoskeleton19, were applied to
HUVECs. Consistent with the observation of Src activation by
integrin clustering7, the fibronectin-coated beads caused a local
FRET response of the Src reporter around the beads (Fig. 3a and
Supplementary Movie 3), reversible by PP1 (Supplementary Fig. 2
and Supplementary Movie 4). Single-beam gradient optical
laser-tweezers with controlled mechanical force (300 pN) were
used to pull the adhered beads. FRET responses occurred in focalcomplex-lik regions at the cell periphery without detectable bead
displacement (Supplementary Fig. 3a and Supplementary Movie 5).
Polylysine-coated beads subjected to the same mechanical force did

Figure 1 The domain structure, schematic representation and in vitro characterizations of
the Src reporter. a, The Src reporter is composed of CFP, the SH2 domain, a flexible
linker, the Src substrate peptide and YFP (ref. 10). b, The cartoon illustrates the FRET
effect of the Src reporter upon the actions of Src kinase or phosphatase. c, Emission

spectra of the Src reporter before (black) and after (red) phosphorylation by Src. d, In vitro
emission ratio changes (mean ^ s.d.) of the Src reporter in response to Src and other
kinases.
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not induce any significant FRET response (Supplementary Fig. 3b
and Supplementary Movie 6), suggesting that specific integrin–
cytoskeleton coupling is needed for the mechanotransduction.
The thin lamellipodia at the cell periphery, which are important
in mechanotransduction, contain only limited copies of cytosolic
Src reporters. Because significant amounts of CFP/YFP molecules
are required to yield enough fluorescence above the endogenous
autofluorescence background20, there is a need for controlled
localization of the Src reporter to enhance its effective local
concentration, especially in lamellipodia. Because the translocation
of Src to the plasma membrane is a prerequisite for Src activation7,21,
we targeted the monomeric Src reporter to the plasma membrane
with a fusion of the 16 N-terminal residues from Lyn kinase18. The
EGF-induced FRET response of this membrane-targeted reporter
was reversed by PP1 (Supplementary Fig. 4a and Supplementary
Movie 7) and prevented by pretreatment with PP1 (Supplementary
Fig. 4b and Supplementary Movie 8), indicating its specificity
towards Src (Fig. 3b).
The application of pulling force via the laser tweezers on a bead
coated with fibronectin, but not polylysine (Supplementary Fig. 5),
on the HUVECs expressing the membrane-targeted Src reporter led
to a directional FRET response, with the majority of activations

transmitted towards distal areas of the cell opposite to the force
direction (Fig. 3c; Supplementary Movie 9). This transmission
consisted of an immediate distal Src activation and a slower
wave-propagation of Src activation followed by lamellipodia
protrusions at the cell periphery (Fig. 3c). Such FRET responses
were absent with inactive reporters (for Y662F/Y664F see Supplementary Fig. 6a and Supplementary Movie 10; for R175V see
Supplementary Fig. 6b and Supplementary Movie 11). In experiments where the speed of the wave propagation of Src-activation
away from the stimulation site can be clearly measured, it was
found to be 18.1 ^ 1.7 nm s21 (mean ^ s.e.m.) (Fig. 3d; Supplementary movie 12). This result indicates that a local force
caused a directional and long-range transduction of Src-activation
wave to spatial destinations.
We examined the roles of the cytoskeleton on this forceinduced Src activation. Disruption of actin filaments with cytochalasin D or microtubules with nocodazole blocked the forceinduced distal, but not local, FRET responses (Fig. 4a, b; Supplementary Movies 13, 14). Polarity analysis of Src activation, by
averaging the emission ratios of 36 evenly divided angular sections
of each cell with the bead position as the centre, revealed that the
local pulling force caused a cytoskeleton-dependent polarized

Figure 2 Characterization of the Src reporters. a, The CFP/YFP emission ratio images in
response to EGF (Supplementary Movie 1). b, Emission ratio time courses of the Src
reporter and its mutants (see Methods) in response to EGF stimulation in HeLa cells.
c, The tyrosine phosphorylation level of the various Src reporters (see Methods). ‘N’
represents cells without transfection. d, Emission ratio time courses of the Src reporter in
response to EGF in HeLa cells pretreated with (‘PP1 pretreat’) or without (‘No pretreat’)

PP1. e, Emission ratio time courses of the Src reporter in response to PDGF in MEF and
SYF cell lines (see Methods). f, Emission spectra of the monomeric Src reporter before
(black) and after (red) in vitro phosphorylation by Src. g, Emission ratios of the monomeric
Src reporter from three different subcellular regions in HeLa cells stimulated by EGF,
followed sequentially by EGF washout, re-stimulation, and a second washout
(Supplementary Movie 2).
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FRET response pointing to the opposite direction (Fig. 4c, d).
Statistical analysis further showed that the mechanical force
caused a cytoskeleton-dependent increase of the number of pixels
with highly activated Src distal to the force-imposed bead,
indicating a long-range mechano-activation of Src (Fig. 4e;
Supplementary Fig. 7).
It is unclear where mechano-induced biochemical signals are
initiated and how they are transmitted in the cell. Green fluorescent
protein (GFP)-tagged fluorescent markers have been used to study
the displacement of cellular organelles and the formation of a focal
adhesion complex induced by mechanical stimuli22–25, but these
inert fluorescence markers cannot monitor the dynamic signal
transduction process. Our FRET-based Src reporter enables the
visualization and quantification of the mechano-activated Src
with high temporal and spatial resolution in live cells. The results
indicate that local mechanical stimulation triggers a directional and

long-range propagation of Src activation, for which cytoskeleton
integrity is essential.
Integrin-mediated activation of Src at local sites by mechanical
stimuli may induce p130cas/Dock180 association, Rac-Arp2/3
activation, cortical actin network nucleation and polymerization,
and actin-ruffle extensions26,27. These Rac and actin activities in turn
promote the recruitment and activation of Src at the tip of these
newly assembled wave-like actin ruffles28,29, thus further inducing
the in situ Rac activation and actin polymerization. This positively
coordinated mechanism may result in a wave propagation of Src
activation. The directionality of this wave propagation may be
attributed to the initial local mechanical tension generated in a
direction counter to the applied force. The applied force can also be
mechanically transmitted quickly through tensed cytoskeleton network to distal locations and to activate Src1. This directional Src
activation may release the tension21 at desired destinations and

Figure 3 Directional and long-range propagation of Src induced by mechanical force. a, A
fibronectin-coated bead (white spot from phase contrast image overlaid on CFP cell
image) induced FRET responses around the bead (Supplementary Movie 3). White arrow
points to the spot with activated Src. Colour bar represents CFP/YFP emission ratio values.
b, The schematic diagram in the upper panel shows the design strategy of membrane
targeting. The CFP-only image on the left shows the effective tethering of the reporter on
the plasma membrane. The EGF-induced FRET responses of the reporter is reversed by

PP1 (red line; Supplementary Movie 7) and prevented by pretreatment with PP1 (blue line;
Supplementary Movie 8). c, Laser-tweezer traction on the bead at the upper right
corner of the cell (shown on the left) caused FRET responses (Supplementary Movie 9).
White arrow represents force direction. d, FRET responses of a cell with clear
directional wave propagation away from the site of mechanical stimulation
(Supplementary Movie 12).
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Figure 4 Actin filaments and microtubules are essential for the polarized and long-range
Src activation. Emission ratio images of HUVECs pretreated with cytochalasin D (a,
Supplementary Movie 13) or nocodazole (b, Supplementary Movie 14) before and after
force application. c, Schematic drawing of the polarity analysis strategy. d, Polarity
analysis (mean ^ s.d.) of the force-induced FRET response. Control, no force application.
CD or NOC, cytochalasin D or nocodazole treatment, respectively. e, HUVECs treated with

cytochalasin D, nocodazole or DMSO were subjected to mechanical force for 15 min or
kept as static control. Bar graphs represent mean ^ s.d. of the force-induced fold
induction of distally activated (see Methods, with 80% threshold) pixel numbers. The
asterisk indicates a significant difference (P , 0.05) before and after force application.
f, A proposed model depicting the mechanism by which local mechanical forces induce
directional and long-range Src activations.

rearrange the intracellular stress distribution, thus serving as a
feedback mechanism for the cell to adapt to new mechanical
environments (Fig. 4f).
A

Cell lines

Methods

Microscopy and image acquisition

Laser-tweezers

The HeLa or MEF cells expressing the desired exogenous proteins were starved with 0.5%
FBS for 36–48 h before being subjected to EGF (50 ng ml21) or PDGF (10 ng ml21)
stimulation. During imaging, the cells were maintained in Hanks’ balanced salt solution
(HBSS) with 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.4) and 2 g l21 D -glucose at 25 8C. Images were collected
by using MetaFluor 6.0 software (Universal Imaging) with a 440DF20 excitation filter, a
455DRLP dichroic mirror, and two emission filters controlled by a filter changer (480DF30
for CFP and 535DF25 for YFP).
To image the mechanical-force-induced Src activation, HUVECs were first starved
with 0.5% FBS for 24 h and then kept in CO2-independent medium without serum (Gibco
BRL) at 37 8C in a thermostatic chamber. A Zeiss axiovert inverted microscope equipped
with a 440DF20 excitation filter and a 455DRLP dichroic mirror was integrated with the
laser-tweezers. CFP and YFP emission images were acquired simultaneously with an
ORCA ER CCD camera (Hamamatsu) through a Dual-View module (Optical-Insights).
The CFP and YFP images were aligned pixel-by-pixel with our customized Matlab
program by maximizing the normalized cross-correlation coefficient of CFP and YFP
fluorescence intensity images:
PP
ðCi;j 2 CÞðY i;j 2 YÞ

A 1064-nm continuous-wave diode-pumped ND:YV04 laser with 5W power (SpectraPhysics) was used for the laser-tweezers experiments. The laser beam passes through a
laser-beam expander, a steering mirror, and a dichroic long-pass beamsplitter to enter the
microscope side port.

Gene construction and DNA plasmids
The gene for the Src reporter was constructed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
amplification of the complementary DNA from the c-Src SH2 domain with a sense primer
containing a SphI site and a reverse primer containing the gene sequence for a flexible
linker, a substrate peptide derived from p130cas, and a SacI site. The PCR products were
fused together with an N-terminal enhanced CFP and a C-terminal citrine (a version of
enhanced YFP)10, as shown in Fig. 1a. Mutations of Y662/664F, Y662F, Y664F, R175V and
A206K were conducted with the QuickChange method (Stratagene) Constructs were
cloned into pRSETB (Invitrogen) using BamHI/EcoRI for bacterial expression and into
pcDNA3 (Invitrogen) behind a Kozak sequence using HindIII/EcoRI for mammalian cell
expression. The membrane-targeted CFP was constructed by PCR amplification of the
monomeric CFP with a sense primer containing the codes for 16 N-terminal amino acids
from Lyn kinase18 to produce a membrane-targeted Src reporter.
The various Src reporters and their mutants used in Figs 2b and c are abbreviated as:
WT, the Src reporter (wild type); DM, Y662F and Y664F double mutations in the designed
substrate peptide; Y662F or Y664F, the Y662F or Y644F single mutation in the substrate
peptide, respectively; and R175V, the R175V mutation in the binding pocket of the SH2
domain.
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The various mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) and knockout cell lines used for
specificity studies in Fig. 2e are: wild type (control), Src/Yes/Fyn triple-knockout (SYF),
SYF reconstituted with c-Src (SYF+Src), c-Fyn (SYF+Fyn), c-Yes (SYF+Yes), or K295R
kinase-dead c-Src (SYF+Src_KD).

i

j
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Where C i,j and Y i,j are the intensity values at pixels (i, j) of the CFP and YFP images, and C
and Y are the mean intensity values of the CFP and YFP images. The ratio images of
aligned CFP/YFP were computed and created by the MetaFluor software to represent the
FRET efficiency.
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Image analysis
By taking the derivative of j 2B(k) in Otsu’s method30 and calculating its first local
minimum, a non-parametric method was developed to calculate the intensity threshold to
differentiate the edges of HUVECs from the background in CFP or YFP fluorescence
intensity images. The intensity threshold was used to generate a binary mask image with
values outside the cell set at zero to select the pixels located within the cell body in the
CFP/YFP emission ratio images. For polarity analysis, a customized Matlab program was
used to evenly divide a HUVEC into 36 angular sections with the bead position as the
centre and the force direction as the zero degree axes for v, as illustrated in Fig. 4c. For
statistical analysis of long-range activation of Src, a pixel located within a cell at a given
time is defined as ‘distally activated’ when: (1) its emission ratio value is above a certain
percentage (98%, 90%, 80% and 50% were used as the thresholds) of pixel population in
the same cell after 15 min of force stimulation, and (2) the distance between the pixel and
the centre of the force-imposed bead is larger than half of the virtual radius of the cell, as
shown in the following formula:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R 1 A
ðx 2 x0 Þ2 þ ðy 2 y0 Þ2 . ¼
2 2 p
where x, y are the coordinates of any given pixel within the cell body, x 0, y 0 are the
coordinates of the force-imposed bead centre, R is the virtual radius for the cell, and A is
the area of the cell.
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